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Abstract

The goal of this research is to illuminate how

female scholars and practitioners have influenced

the evolution of the field of O.D.. This study

draws from literature threads of the Sociology of

Knowledge, Social Influence Theory and Social

Structure Theory. Knowledge and Social influ-
ence are enabling agents of social transformation;

there is an emergent quality that is true of all

generations of influential women in O.D.. A nom-

inative process was used to help identify influen-

tial women and to support qualitative findings.

Seven overarching themes were identified using

grounded theory which illustrates how women

influenced this evolution of O.D. as an academic

discipline.

lntroduction

The collective voice of generations of women

who practice and study organization develop-

ment is at once, scholarly, influential and practi-

cal. From early pioneers Billie Albaru Barbara

Bunker, Elsie Cross, Edie Seashore, and Jane

Mouton whose legacies provided the impetus for

change, and heralded the emergence and accept-

ance of women as scholar/practitioners, to the

next generation of "Foundational Thought

Leaders" whose seminal contributions to theory

and practice have dramatically impacted the evo-

lution of the field of O.D..

This research is part of an under-represented,

but critically needed, study of Women in O.D..

In the almost 60 year history of O.D., only one

other author, Kaplan (7994) has attempted to

identify the generative voice of women, whose

values, practices and research have so clearly
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influenced the evolution of O.D.. Once a male

dominated field, the O.D. Network membership

reports the membership ratio to be 60 percent

women and 40 percent male. With the presence

of women so strong in the field, it is important

that the subject be explored.

The entrance of women into Organization

Development has dramatically altered the social

structure of this field in a myriad of ways includ-

ing; the acceptance of women as valuable practi-

tioners and acknowledging their contributions to

literature, theory, and new practice applications'

The primary goal of this research is to discover

the early social environment of O.D. and to illu-

minate the paths to prominence of the most influ-

ential women. Telling their stories by document-

ing their entry into the field of O.D. is important

to understanding women's role in the evolution of

O.D. practice, intervention approaches, research

and theory. Indeed, men's contributions are

extremely important, foundational and opened

the doors for women to enter the field. But now it

is time to celebrate the positive contributions of

women.

Literature and its connection to influential
women in O.D.

lntroduction
The body of literature highlighting influential

women in O.D. is sparse and consists of only one

study (Kaplan, 1,994).In framing this research, it
was necessary to examine previous studies which

have illuminated contributions to O.D. by scholars

and practitioners. In addition to discussing previ-

ous studies of influential people in O.D., four

other relevant literature threads are discussed and

help trace the contributions of the most influential

women in O.D. by decade, juxtaposing them to

I
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the social movement of the times. Ine'.
threads include, the Socioiogy of Kno',r-iedge,

Social Influence Theory, Social Strucfure Theory

and Knowledge Creation. This ensuing discus-

sion provides a definition of these threads,

relating them to major ways that n'omen have

impacted the field. Although these literature

threads are defined and discussed, major sec-

tions are divided into new emergent themes

which were the result of examining this litera-

ture. This examination includes the following:

previous sfudies, knowledge discourse, influen-

tial DNA and structure of O.D.; moving parts

come together.

Preaious studies

To provide context for this research/ it is impor-

tant to highlight previous studies. All but one

study, (Kaplan,1994) lack women in the process

of inquiry. Many (Worley & Feyerherm,2003;

Fagenson & Burke, 1990; Hillman & Varney,

1985; McDermott, 1.984; & Waclawski, Church

& Burke, 1995; Coghlan,1997) have over the

years attempted to quantify values and ideals

of those who practice O.D. and how they

gained prominence in the field. Previous stud-

ies have attempted to identify the path to

prominence in the field, citing education,

knowledge and competencies as key impetuses,

but they lack any discussion of women. The

absence of women in O.D. literafure cannot be

ignored a moment longer.

Knozoledge Discourse

The sociology of knowledge has many tentacles

of thought; however, knowledge creation and

knowledge strucfures are more relevant to this

study than others. Mannheim's ldeology and

Utopia (1931) in particular, illuminates that

early female entrants into the field, had to
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break through the existing male ideology at

NTL to reach their ideal organizational setting

(utopia). Another important reason we examine

the Sociology of Knowledge is that we want to

discover how women contributed to this evolu-

tion by their social influence as well as their
ability to create new knowledge. The early

organized groups of white males in O.D. were

essentialiy what Mannheim (1931) defines as

ideologies. His definition and understanding of
ideologies was that they consisted of groups of

people with the same thoughts, ideas and

actions. These thoughts, ideas and actions cre-

ated barriers for women to enter the field

because the ideology did not see them as part

of the establishment. Women, now accepted

into the field, have made extraordinary contri-

butions to theory and practice of O.D.. For

example, Bunker and Seashore's (1975) first
published statement is reminiscent of the

events that guided their actions during this

awkward time and, as noted above, it is not

surprising that they discuss the emergent

dichotomy of organization and personal char-

acteristics of women as they are elevated by

sex-role stereotypes. 'As women are moving
into new roles in their personal and organiza-

tional relationships, (these) roles are calling for
new behaviors, behaviors which may not be

tied to their traditional female sex role"
(Bunker & Seashore, 1975, p. 5). This founda-

tional piece clearly traces a positive trajectory

for women in all forms of organizational life.

Influential DNA

Social Influence theory has its roots in Social

Psychology and similar to the Sociology of

Knowledge, has many tentacles of thought.

Social Influence Theory has points of intersec-

tion with both leadership and power; however,
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for the purpose of this Paper, discussion will be

limited to influence and its dynamic social nature.

Worchel, Cooper, and Goethals (1988) note,

In its broadest sense, social influence includes
almost all of Social Psychology. It (Social

Influence Theory) can be thought of as any

change, whether physiological, attitudinal,
emotional, or behavioral, that occurs iu one

person as the result of real, implied or

imagined presence of others" (Worchel,

Cooper, & Goethals,1988, P, 523).

All previous studies of prominent O.D. individu-

als have essentially ignored the importance of

influence in the path to prominence.

Structure of O.D.: Mozting Parts Come Togethet

If, for a moment, we envision the field of O'D' as

a social structure, and the men and women who

work within the field as "social lnfluencers" who

negotiate and renegotiate position and the

Sociology of Knowledge as the engine that pro-

pels evolution of the field, then the convergence

of these three threads becomes obvious. These

threads provide the framework for understanding

and uncovering the early social context of O.D.,

and how the field evolved through knowledge

and social influence of women. Mannheim (1952)

noted that as long as social origins are obscured,

social context cannot be discovered' Social

Structure Theory and certain theories of knowl-

edge creation provided the framework for uncov-

ering the early social context of O'D. and how

women penetrated this structure, allowing the

authors to answer the question: How have the

theoretical and technical contributions of women

impacted the generative evolution of O.D' as an

academic discipline? Social Influence Theory

helped in part to design the survey instrument for

the characteristics of influence and to answer the

30

question, "What are the characteristics of influ-

ence?" Early and contemporary writing of the

Sociology of Knowledge were useful in decipher-

ing the collective voice of influential women in

o.D..

Methodology

A1l the data were gathered and the literature pro-

duced by women (considered part of data) was

searched over a 19-month period beginning in

December of 2006. The literature search was con-

tinually updated during the research period' In

the next phase, a survey was crafted that was sen'l

to O.D. Network members, faculty and alumni oi

leading O.D. programs, the ODC Division of the

Academy of Management, and 30 O'D. "luminar-

ies." With this survey, a nominative process was

employed to identify the most influential women

in O.D.. As a result of this survey, 103 anonymous

responses were coded, with over 75 O.D. women

nominated. A deep search of Social Influence

Theory literature yielded several insights about

influence and was the impetus for survey ques-

tions about the characteristics of influence.

Respondents were asked to identify the character-

istic of influence of the women they nominated as

most influential. Respondents were two-thirds

female, from various ethnic groups, educational

backgrounds, and varying degrees of scholar vs.

practitioner experience,

Finally, qualitative interviews with influential

women in O.D. were conducted beginning in

November of 2007 and continued until August of

200T.Dataobtained were then transcribed and

coded as each interview occurred. A grounded

theory approach was used to code data. Coding

and theorizing continued throughout the summer

of 2008.

Organization Development Journal



Results

This study is discovery based and exploratory in
nature. The profile of the influential women is

more subjective and exploratory in nature.
However, the factor analysis leant some stronger
context to these findings. Some of the results sup-
ported qualitative findings (Stature, Mentorship
and Authenticity). Not captured in the factor
analysis, but made very clear during interviews,
was the ability of early entrants to the field to
alter the awareness of mery and ultimately the

social structure of O.D. in the 1950s and 1960s.

This remains a crucial factor in the evolution of
the field.

Quantitative

In the survey/ respondents were asked to rate

characteristics associated with influence that were
most important to them as they thought about
women in O.D. as a whole. These 20 characteris-
tics of influential women included: ability to alter
beliefs about certain practices, ability to alter con-
ception of O.D. value and practice, are experts in
their relative disciplines, have successful consult-
ing practices, shaped the field of O.D., have devel-
oped new approaches to the field, have con-

tributed to theory, publish frequently, have per-
ceived status, have self-awareness, and have self
confidence. Categories of social influence were

constructed using a combination of inductive
(speaking with colleagues in the O.D. community
and using self as an instrument) and deductive
(social influence theory tenets) reasoning.

The questionnaire contained 20 items that corre-

sponded to the abovementioned attributes of
influence. Each respondent indicated how much
Lnfluence each item had in their consideration of
rnfluential woman in O.D.. A unbalanced scale
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was used, with "'J." arrd "2" signifying levels of
disagreement and "3," "4," and "5,, signifying
levels of agreement. Higher scores indicate more
agreement with the statement as an attribute of
influence.

In order to discover potential dimensions of influ-
ence, the 20 attributes were factor analyzed using
SPSS (Version 16). Principal Components Analysis
with an Equamax Rotation was used to define the
factor structure. Only factors with an Eigenvalues

over 1 were retained. These choices are consistent
with established procedures for factor analysis.

Five sizeable factors were retained that explain
67% of the variance within the ratings of the influ-
ence attributes. The first factor, 'Altered my
beliefs about certain practices, accounts for 1.8.8%

of the variance and covers items relating to the

stature of the influential woman within the field.
The second factor, "Have altered my beliefs about
certain O.D. practices and values", accounts for
74.7% of the variance and covers items relating to
the impact of the influential woman on the rater.

The third factor, 'Are considered experts in their
relative disciplines", accounts for L2.4% of the
variance and covers items relating to the authen-
ticity of the influential woman (their self-aware-
ness). The fourth factor, "Have successful consult-
ing practices", accounts for 11.8% of the variance
and covers items relating to the visibility of the
influential woman in the field. The fifth factor,
"Have shaped the field of O.D." , accounts for
9.6% of the variance and covers items relating to
the personal relationship of the influential woman
to the rater (mentor relationship).

Because they ranked highly among the five most
sizable factors of influence and were nominated
most frequently, the following women were nomi-
nated most frequently: Jane Mouton, Edie
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Seashore, Billie Alban, Barbara Bunker, Elsie

Cross, Kathie Dennemiller, Jean Barfunek,

Therese Yaeger, Diana Whitney, Meg Wheatley,

Jane Dutton, Mary Jo Hatch, and Susan

Mohrman.

Qualitative

Typology of influential usomen

A typology of Influential Women in O.D. emerged

as the result of detailed review of these qualita-

Table 1. Typology of Women in O.D.

tive transcripts. Their contributions and research

agendas were juxtaposed with the socio-econon:-:

times during which they made their contribu-
tions. It is clear that their contributions are con-

nected to sociai movement of the times. Though

generations physically exist, the data are more

clear when looked at through a qualities and

capabilities lens, rather than by age of the partic.-

pants. A paradigm shift has occurred; the prer-i-

ous mindset of a solely practitioner model has

evolved as a scholar/practitioner model. The

Typology Description Person Contribution/Agenda

Earlv Theorists Women who contribute to
earlv O.D. theorv

Mouton Grid Theory

Pioneers Women who penetrated
the existing male social
structure, were accepted
as valuable practitioners
and who paved the way
for the entrance of
women into the field of
OD

Seashore,
Bunker
Alban
Dannemiller

Cross

Diversity
Large Groups

\A/hole Systems, Building critical
InASS

Diversity

Foundational:
Scholarly Thought
Leaders

Women who apply an
academic lens to the prac-
tice of OD, contribute
new theory, publish
extensively and attempt
to bridge the gap between
scholars and practitioners,
facilitate dialozue

Preston
Bartunek

Yaeger

Janoff

Management
1st,2nd 3rd order change, bridging
gap between scholars and practi-
tioners

AI, Strategic H& Global OD
Future Search

Peripheral
Collaborators

Women who do not nec-
essarily see themselves as
"OD" scholars or practi-
tioners, but have collabo-
rated and contributed to
new generative theory

Dutton
Hatch

\AIhitney

Wheatley

Mohrman

POS
Organization Theory, Organization
Design

AI

Leadership, World Change,

Organization Change, Action
Research

JZ Organization Development Journal



nafure of women's contributions has g,,----,.

the years and to foster a better unde:s:::.;
these noteworthy contributions the ;c.1,::., l

typology was created:

\_ E1

oi

Early Theorists

]ane Mouton (1965) introduced GRID theory
which is still used in various n,avs todar,. Her
original concept identified the ideal characteristics
of the effective manager. As the concepts of lead_

ership and management continue to evolve, vari-
ous models of GRID theory have been introduced
by those who have carried on her legacy.

Pioneers

The pioneers were extremely effective in gaining
acceptance of women into the field. Edie
Seashore, Billie Alban and Barbara Bunker
became a part of NTL in the 1950,s and 1960,s.

Their tenacious efforts proved crucial for the tra-
jectory of the field and heralded the acceptance of
women as valuable practitioners.

F ound ati o n aI: S ch ol arly Th o ught Le a der s

While the Pioneers practiced more ,,traditional

O.D." interventions, the next generation including
Joanne Preston, Jean Barfunek and Thereseyaeger,
began to see the importance of collaboration and
integration of scholars and practitioners. They
created new approaches and recognized the criti_
cal importance of diagnosing a situation before
making the decision of an intervention approach.
They identified the importance of bridging the
gap between scholars and practitioner and facili-
tated dialogue between the two. Joanne prestory

a prominent scholar, founded the Organization
Development programs at pepperdine University
and Colorado Technical University and has won
numerous awards for her work in the field. She
ivas also acknowledged as the O.D. practitioner of

Volume28 r Number3 r Fall2010

the year.

P eriph er al c o lI ab o r at o r s

Next we begin to see newer approaches such as
Appreciative Inquiry and positive Organization
Scholarship. Research makes clear the connection
between socio-economic times, O.D. values, and
interventions. The emergence of the scholar/prac_
titioner heralded a new paradigm for the study
and practice of O.D.. peripheral collaborators Jane
Duttoru Diana Whihrey, Meg Wheatley, Susan
Mohrman and Mary Jo Hatch exerted great influ_
ence on the field by introducing new approaches
to the practice and study of O.D.. While they
may not be considered as Organization
Development professionals and scholars, strictly
speaking, they clearly understand the role they
have played in the evolution of the field. What is
crucial here is that they collaborated with men
and women in O.D. and helped give voices to
some of the newer approaches such as positive

Organization Scholarship, Appreciative Inquiry
and Future Search.

Seaen oaerarching dimensions and their influence
on the eoolutions of the field
Using the technique of Ground Theory, seven cen_

tral themes were abstracted through several
rounds of coding, including the process of micro_
analysis, open and in-vivo, coding, axial coding
and selective coding. These overarching themes
include: Epistemic Privileged Exposure,
Morphing into O.D., Early Social Structure and
Context of O.D., Altering the prevailing Social
Structure, Finding Voice, Generative Social
Influence, and Knowledge Creation. This pattern
was common across early entrants Edie Seashore,
Billie Albaru Barbara Bunker and Kathie
Dannemiller. The,temporal order changes when
the next generation of women did not need NTL

Cq
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training as a conduit to entering O'D" The next

generations of women spent more time discussing

Finding Voice, Generative Social Influence and

Knowiedge Creation' They contributed a great

deal more to theory and scholarly pubiication'

The field's evolution was made possible due to

the pioneering women who made changes and

took risks that affected the behavior of aggre-

gates. Each pioneer and subsequent generation all

showed evidence that they were predisposed to a

career in O.D. as the result of early childhood

epistemic exposure' They paved the way for

future women, who recognized the importance of

scholar/practitioner collaboration and were able

to use several vehicles to create new knowledge

for the field ' Peripheral collaborators from other

fields, primarily organizational behavior con-

tributed to such newer genres as Positive

Organtzatton Science' Appreciative Inquiry and

Change Management' The model emerged as the

result of triangulating the literature' survey

results and semi-structured interviews'

EPistemic Prio ile ge d exq o sur e

The term Epistemic Privileged' Exposure essential-

ly means that influential women in O'D' across

the board- were "exposed" early in life to extraor-

dinary settings and experiences with their family

or origin. Privilege does not have a monetary con-

notation; rather it implies that they were privi-

leged to have this exposure' The social habitat in

which a child' is raised is often a "knowing

ground" for how they come to know what they

know and often use this lens throughout their

lives. Their social and cultural "mental produc-

tions" are a direct result of their exPosure to their

family of origin. Their early lives served as orga-

nizational learning grounds' Women interviewed

in this study all grew up in unique social habitats'

exposed to diverse cultures, taught the impor-

tance of social justice' 'democratic 
values and horr

to be a force for "good" in the world' They

learned O.D. vaiues early and these values

became ingrained in them' \Alhat makes these

women "stand out" is that there early lives con-

tributedtotheirSuccessinbeingacceptedintoa
male Predominated field'

As Billie Alban (personal communication'

February 17,2008) describes her early chiidhc'-:

she notes:

I would say that most of my education \\ at i'

Washington Square Park' My father w&s d-rr

engineer and my mother was a very well

t"oo*" 
"t,tst. 

And there were always artist:

"r"""a. 
. '.And so I grew up in that kind o:

ur-, ir'ttururting environment' And then' I ro "
;; il;;stld in theatre' mY mother had

friends who were connected in theater circe:

ir-, N"* York' One of her friends took me tc

,"" p","t Pan' And I was entranced' In fac l

wanted to fly over the audience' And I thjri

,t 
" "Utftay 

to step into another person's role

ur,a .r^a"rrtand things from their perspectr';:

*u, i^Portant in mY det'eioPment and

framing.

fineiingVoife
Alteringthe

previriling 5*dal
itruCturc

€arlYSoci:l
Slrurt$e and

Context o{ ilO
fpist*rric
!\ivilaged
txposure

34
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Moryhing into O.D.

Without exceptiory all women interviewed
describe their entrance into the field of O.D. as

both "emerger'ft" and "serendipitous". They never
expected to enter the field; they simpl!, "mor-
phed" into the field. By all accounts, this is exact-

ly what happened to women in O.D.. Though
their stories might sound different, it is clear that
they were performing O.D.- like activities long
before entering the field. And this was the result
of "Epistemic Privileged Exposure." Their high-
school and post secondary education years were

extraordinary.

Barbara Bunker, also "morphed" into O.D.. She

realizes that she can now put her values that she

leamed to work in the field and her life. She does

:rot lament the past nor borrow from the future--
she lets her life unfold....she described her

entrance as a "Second incarnation". The moment
.he realized where she wanted or was supposed

:o be. That's where her O.D. career started.

Describing her entrance into the field, Barbara

3unker (Personal Communicatiory March 12,

i008) notes:

I've had an emergent career... And through a
process of various eliminations, I decided I
would go to Columbia for a doctoral degree.
That furned out to be the best and smartest
move I ever made because I was in New york
at the time that Matt Miles was doing the
earliest O.D. interventions. ....And that whole
socialization process for me, which happened
late '50s and'70s, was my sort of an
epiphany; and combined with having a much
clearer sense of vocation, I think, made me
able to be a much more kind of conduit and
powerful person in vocation than I was
before,

Early social stracture of O.D.

Merton's (2005) Sociology of Knowledge para-
digm provides a useful lens from which to under-
stand the early social context of O.D.. He rea-

soned that social and cultural bases are part of a

person's mental productions and begin almost
from the beginning of life. Really, the social con-

text of O.D. began long before Seashore, Bunker
and Alban entered the field. Mannheim (1.952)

suggests that there are modes of thought which
cannot be adequately understood as long as social

origins are obscured; which is why it was so

important to discover the early social context of
O.D.. In the 1950s, NTL essentially was O.D. in
the United States. Social Structure Theory (Cook

& Whitmeyer 1992; Durkheim & Mauss, (1967);

Parsons (1959); and Mertory (1968) also provides a

useful lens from which to view the early social

context of O.D.. It is also at the core of many of
the influential theories of the Sociology of
Knowledge (Cook & Whitmeyer,1992). Whereas

Social Influence involves the behavior of actors, or
group members, Social Structures can be consid-
ered the framework within which these actors

behave, Women in the 1950s and 1960s had no
other path to enter O.D.; that had to go through
NTL. Seashore, Bunker and all refer to the early
NTL as a"ch)b" that women were always trying
to break into. It consisted of all white males who
had PhDs. Describing her first experience as a co-

trainer for a men's group, Billie Alban reflects:

It was my first male group. I was going to
train with one of the men. So, I said to this
mary "We're going to partner. Can we talk
about how we're going to work with this
growp?"
He said, "Billie, you do your thing and i'll do
mine and if we get in each other's
way, we'll talk about it." I will never forget
this. There were all these men, and I was the
only female and it was kind of a Bion theory

Volume 28 o Number 3 r Fall 2010 35



grouP, which triggered his authority' Now

ihat i look butk''I"'"*ember that he sat ihere

and. d.id not say a word' Sothese men were

not going to be out silenced'

Altering the pteaailing structute

The social structure of NTL changed essentially

because women entered the scene and found their

voices in a generative way' Theit voice was collec-

tive and strong'

There is no doubt that women were a big part of

saving a failing NTL' but what is so interesting is

the "emergent nature" of the Process' They took

risks and d'id things even though thel did not

really know ui-'"ui of time if it would work' And

it did. They created a multi-cultural' unbiased (in

terms of gender) NTL' This story is also about

influence' They were able to bring about a change

in cognition in the existing members and social

contextoftheformer'ailingNTLwhich'atthe
time was not living up to its fiduciary responsibil-

ity. They *"'" ublu to persuade existing members

around the country to dote two weeks of their

timeandinthep,o.",,savedNTLagreatdealof
money' As they visited these people' they pro-

posed a "new" profile of NTL membership that

included women and' people of color' They say

the men began to accept and embrace these

changes as time went on' As Bunker (personal

communication' March 17' 2008) recounts:

And we didn't reallr'knorv if rve could bring

this off or not' it rvas kir-rd of emergent - we

,".""* O"on'n in NTL circles as the four

l;t;. Persolls' ' tn-ing to work wrthJhis

board that rr-as scared " ' " 'because they were

afraid tirat tl-rev u'ere going to be responsible

;;, *= debt So the-v iere very relieved

t hen u-e offered to take over this debt that

.tu, Co.. to 5400'000' And we went to our

::tl.;gt.t and' said this is an opportunity to

EindtngYorce

The story of "finding voice" has many ti::t::: 
- |

And it is very personal' relative and multr-o]t = 
, I

sional. There is a social nature to finding ":tt: I
has points of intersection with social td":::i;: jt-_ |
ory. The actors go through a series tt::::tt:::t' 

I

to obtain a social identity (Goffman' I95Y)' aiLi' 
I

course they seek a positive social ide.nttty' 
l

Found-ational women and Peripherat

Collaborators'Z as defined in the Typology of

Woman discussed earlier in this PaPer found ir '-:

voices early in life' Because the many of the

women were youn$er' the women's movemeni

had alread'y occurred" Some women found voice '

earlier in life and' others around the women's

movement' But what propelled them to find tire-:

voice? Find'ing voice involves moments of stress

and chaos' At points' we lose our confidents and

sudd.enlyhavemomentsofepiphany.Werealize

thatourvotcemnttersandbegintouseitinager'-
erative way' Women in O'D' had to find their

voices before they could' have any kind of influ-

ence over the field' When Edie Seashore was at

NTL, she describes find'ing her own voice while

leading a SrouP:

And then my worst fear came true when I

went to my first grouP' I $id^th: 
usual-thtnS

*" I.' tititroduJed myseli And across the

,oo* a man said to me "What are Your

.r"i""ti"ft for this?" And ctll of a sudden

sometltittg snid to me' andl said it to him' "I

u* n"t"',o be helpful; to help you in this
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experience. If I am helpful, it won't make any
difference what my credentials are and if I
am not, my credentials would not har-e made
a difference." (E. Seashore, personal
communicatiory February 12, 2008).

G eneratia e S o cial Influence

\A/hat emerged from the interviews was a great

deal of evidence of emotional contagion; a process

in which a person or group influences the emo-

tions or behavior of another person or group

through the conscious or unconscious induction

of emotional states and behavioral attitudes. It
can occur at conscious or subconscious level

(Barsade,2002). What also emerged from the

qualitative data was that women were drawn to

other women who had a strong concept of self,

and a great deal of self awareness. Knowing one-

self is important, but understanding or becoming

aware of the ways in which we are extraordinary

is tied to how we influence others. This was

strongly supported by the agreement scores of the

quantitative inquiry. Finally people were influ-
enced by who they perceived as having a higher

status than them, which is essentially, status char-

acteristics theory (OldMeadow, Platow, Foddy, &

,\nderson, 2003).

Kathie Dannemiller, now deceased, exerted great

-nfluence in the field of O.D.. She envisioned the

rrganization as smaller "microcosms" and was

:ble to use these "microcosms" to increase the

.ize of large group interventions. Her charismatic

:.ature is expressed in a 2006 video made by her

.:mily. During this video, Roland Loup, a partner

't Dannemiller Tyson Associates, reminisces

:bout Kathie:

I started out as a "Kathie Groupie", especially
us guys, and I speak from

25 years of experience about her impact on
her work and her legacy....

Kathie was a people magnet. People were
drawn to her, to work with her and to

learn from her. There was a bright light that
shown through her to

the world...Sometimes you would experience
that light as a warm, gentle

spotlight that enveloped you and gave you
comfort.

Knozaledge Creation

Several models of knowledge creation exist. But

as a growing disillusionment with positivism

(Mannheim, 1,952) began to pervade the times,

many began to see the social, or contextual com-

ponent to knowledge creation. This is the type of

knowledge a practitioner might have. "In con-

trast, explicit or codified knowledge is transmit-

table in formal, systemic language expressed in
words, symbols, and/or numbers" (Rynes,

Bartunek & Daft, 200L, p.347).

Susan Mohrman worked closely with Jean

Bartunek to bridge the gap between scholars and

practitioners through collaboration. She notes:

There's really a profound intersection between

design research and intervention capability and

collaboration - between academics that are doing

research and practitioners who are doing

research, or at least trying to learn how to become

more effective. Jean and I collaborated around a

number of areas. ......One of the tools that one

might use is one of the academic tools that Jean

Bartunek uses, is to create these wonderful rich

creative frameworks that helps us to understand

how people in organizations really do come

together to create shared understanding and pro-

mote change. (S.Mohrman, personal communica-

tion, July 10, 2008)
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Conclusions

The activities and- voices of influential women

greatly influenced the evolution of the field'

AII influential women had extraordinary chiid-

hoods and were exposed early on to humanistic

values that were closely aligned with O'D' values'

In the early context of O'D', NTL was the only

vehicle for entrance' During this time' and under-

standably, because women were not afforded the

same oPPortunity as men, the pioneers really had

to focus on gaining acceptance' Publishing and

obtaining terminal degrees were less imPortant to

them as was mere survivai and paving the way

for future women' In the model' the arrow' which

points from "early preparation" to "generative

social influence," reflects this' Most of the women

studied organizational behavior or had back-

grounds in business and management' Because

the pioneers paved the way, many O'D' scholars'

practitioners and peripheral collaborators did not

have to enter the field through NTL' Nonetheless

all influential women "Morphed" into O'D"

Formai O.D' programs at universities are a recent

phenomena and Therese Yaeger was the only

influential woman in this study to complete a ter-

minal degree in O'D"

Knowled-ge and Social influence are enabling

agents of social transformation' There is an emer-

gent quality that is true of all generations of influ-

ential women in O'D" No women planned careers

in O.D.. Their entrance was clearly emergent and

serend-ipitous' Only referring back to

Mannheim's theory of lcleology and lJtopia (193i) it

is easy to see how women were able to alter the

social context of NTL by forging a change in cog-

nition of its existing white male population'

There still exists today an epistemic and ontoloS-

cal gap between scholars and practitioners and

the field clearly needed people who were willing

to engage these issues' Hopefully, convergence

will continue at a faster pace' The extraordinarr-

women interviewed all displayed a wiliingness

and desire to make this haPPen'

Finally, this study was meant to capture the col-

lective voice of influential women in O'D" But

most importantly, it was meant to give voice for

the first time to all women in this field'
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